
26 July 2016

Licensing and Appeals Committee

Licensing Sub-Committee Hearing in respect of an Application for a Review
of a Premises Licence – Licensing Act 2003

Brentwood Snooker Club – T/A The Sports Lounge

Report of: Gary O’Shea – Principal Licensing Officer

Wards Affected: Brentwood South

This report is: Public

1. Executive Summary

1.1 This report provides information relating to an application for a review of the
premises licence held in respect of in respect of Brentwood Snooker Club,
currently trading as the Sports Lounge, 40 High Street, Brentwood, CM14
4AJ.

1.2 Members are requested to determine the application for review submitted under
provision of section 51, Licensing Act 2003 (the Act) by the Council’s
Environmental Health and Pollution team, having regard to the operating
schedule, the representations received, the Council’s Statement of Licensing
Policy and the four Licensing objectives.

1.3 The review has been submitted following concerns over noise and disturbance,
failure to comply with licence terms and conditions and perceived inability by the
licence holder to adequately promote the licensing objectives.

2. Recommendation

2.1 Each application must be considered on its individual merits and, therefore, no
recommendations may be made. However, Section 52 of the Licensing Act 2003
requires the licensing authority to have regard to the application for review and
any other valid representations and to take such steps as listed below that it
considers necessary for the promotion of the licensing objectives. These are:

 To modify the conditions of the licence; and/or
 To exclude a licensable activity from the scope of the licence; and/or
 To remove the designated premises Supervisor; and/or
 To suspend the licence for a period not exceeding 3 months; or
 To revoke the licence; or
 To refuse the application for review in its entirety
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3. Introduction and Background

3.1 An authorisation is required in respect of any premises where it is intended to
conduct one or more of the four licensable activities, these being:

 Sale of alcohol
 Supply of alcohol (in respect of a club)
 Regulated Entertainment
 Provision of Late Night Refreshment

3.2 An appropriate authorisation is either, a premises licence, a club premises
certificate or a Temporary Event Notice.

3.3 Licence holders are required, when offering any licensable activity, to ensure that
they promote the licensing objectives at all times. The operating schedule of the
application contains details of the activities applied for and the control measures
that the applicant will have in place in order to promote these objectives. Such
measures will, where appropriate, be converted into enforceable conditions on
any licence issued.

3.4 The licence for the premises known as the Sports Lounge was transferred to the
current licence holders having been initially applied for by and granted to, a
Snooker Club. In the absence of any valid application to vary the licence, the
Sports Lounge is required by law to operate and conduct all licensable activity in
accordance with the terms and conditions of the original (Snooker Club) Licence.

3.5 A provision for any Responsible authority or any ‘other person’ is built into
section 51 of the Act, which permits them to apply for a review of the premises
licence in cases where it is believed or perceived that the licensing objectives are
not being adequately promoted.

3.6 The four licensing objectives are;

 Prevention of crime and disorder
 Prevention of public nuisance
 Public safety
 Protection of children from harm

No objective carries any more weight than any other. These objectives are the
only matters that may be considered relevant in determination of any application,
including an application for review.

3.7 The existing Premises Licence permits the following:

 Sales of alcohol Monday to Sunday 11:00AM to 02:30AM
 Indoor Sporting Events Monday to Sunday 11:00AM to 03:00AM

No other licensable activities are permitted under the current authorisation
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4. The Application

4.1 This application was received on 2 June 2016 from the Council’s Environmental
Health and Pollution team following complaints and investigations relating to
noise and disturbance from the premises.

A copy of the application is attached at Appendix 1.

4.2 The grounds for review have been stated on the application and are concerned
in the main with public nuisance relating to noise and disturbance from the
premises, particularly late at night.

4.3 Following submission of the application it was advertised in accordance with
regulations for a period of 28 days, during which time any other responsible
authority or ‘any other person’ may submit representation either in support of, or
against the review. Such representations are not restricted to only the public
nuisance objective; they may be submitted in respect of any of the four licensing
objectives.

4.4 Following advertising of the application there were the following representations
received:

a) Essex Police
b) The Licensing Authority
c) A Resident living above the premises
d) A petition from local shop owners and customers of the premises (some in

generic letter form) in support of the premises i.e. against the application
for review.

The representations are based on the objectives of public nuisance,
prevention of crime and disorder and public safety. These are attached in
full as Appendix 2 (representations a, b above), Appendix 3
(representation c above) and Appendix 4 (representation d above).

5. Reasons for Recommendation

5.1 No recommendation is made as this matter is required to be considered on merit
by Members of the Sub-Committee in isolation, having considered all relevant
facts.

All such proposals will be converted into conditions on a licence if granted.

6. Consultation

6.1 The regulations of the Licensing Act 2003 outline the requirements for the
advertising of applications for review. These require the licensing authority to
advertise the application by way of notice at the premises for 28 consecutive
days.
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6.2 Regulations also require that the applicant give a copy of the application to the
licence holder on the same day as submission of the application to the licensing
authority.

6.3 There are no other statutory requirements for advertising of any application,
however, the relevant Ward Councillors are notified and details of all applications
received along with the time limit for receipt of representations is posted on the
Council website.

6.4 For the first three days of the consultation the notice on display was white in
Colour, however, this was replaced with a blue notice, this being the prescribed
colour as laid down in regulations to the Act. Whilst this means that the notice
was technically wrong for the first three days, it is very unlikely to have
detrimentally affected the process and it has therefore been considered that the
consultation is unaffected by such a minor error. Indeed there is case law to
support this view where in the matter of D&D Bar Services Ltd v Romford
Magistrates' Court and London Borough of Redbridge the judge found that minor
errors in following regulations were not fatal to an application for review when he
said:

"It could never have been in the intention of Parliament that minor errors on a
notice or advertisement for a licensing review should make any subsequent
consideration of the licence void. Such an approach would lead to absurd
consequences."

7. Statement of Licensing Policy

7.1 There are no specific issues arising from this application in relation to the
Councils’ Statement of Licensing Policy.

7.2 The following extracts from the Councils’ Statement of Licensing Policy are
brought to the general attention of Members:

(1.4) Nothing in this Statement of Policy should be regarded or interpreted
as an indication that any requirement of law may be over-ridden; each
application will be considered and treated on its own merits.

(7.1) When considering applications, the Licensing Authority will have
regard to:-

(a) The Licensing Act 2003, as amended and the licensing objectives.
(b) Government guidance issued under Section 182 of the Licensing

Act 2003, as amended.
(c) Any supporting regulations.
(d) This Statement of Licensing Policy.

(9.1) Licensing is about the appropriate control of licensed premises,
qualifying clubs, temporary events and the people who manage them or hold
personal licences within the terms of the 2003 Act. Where relevant
representations are made, the Licensing Authority will seek to make objective
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judgments as to whether conditions may need to be attached to various
authorisations in order to secure achievement of the licensing objectives. Any
conditions arising from the operating schedule or as a result of representations
will primarily focus on the direct impact of the activities taking place at licensed
premises on those attending the premises and members of the public living,
working or otherwise engaged in normal activity in the area concerned. These
conditions will cover matters that are within the control of individual licensees
and others with relevant responsibilities.

(9.2) The Licensing Authority acknowledges that the licensing function
cannot be used for the general control of nuisance or the anti-social behaviour of
individuals once they are beyond the direct control of the licensee of any
premises concerned. However, other mechanisms may be utilised, where
appropriate, to tackle unruly or unlawful behaviour of consumers when beyond
the control of the individual, club or business holding the licence, certificate or
authorisation concerned. These include:

(a) Planning controls.
(b) Positive measures to create a safe and clean town environment in
partnership with local businesses, transport operators and other services
within the Local Authority.
(c) The provision of CCTV surveillance in town centres, ample taxi ranks,
street cleaning and litter patrols.
(d) Powers of Local Authorities to restrict consumption of intoxicating liquor in
designated public places other than Premises licensed for 'on' sales.
(e) Police enforcement of the general law concerning disorder and anti-social
behaviour, including the issuing of fixed penalty notices.
(f) The prosecution of any personal licence holder or member of staff at such
premises who is selling alcohol to people who are drunk.
(g) The confiscation of alcohol from children and adults in designated areas.
(h) The power of the Police, other responsible authorities or a local resident or
business to seek a review of the licence or certificate in question.
(i) Action under the Violent Crime Reduction Act 2006.

(16.6) The Licensing Authority considers the effective and responsible
management of the premises, instruction, training and supervision of staff and
the adoption of best practice to be amongst the most essential control measures
for the achievement of all the licensing objectives. For this reason, these
elements should be specifically considered and addressed within an
applicant’s operating schedule.

8. Relevant Sections of the Secretary of State’s Guidance

8.1 The following extract of the section 182 guidance as published by the Secretary
of State are brought to the attention of Members.

(9.41) Licensing authorities are best placed to determine what actions are
appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives in their areas. All
licensing determinations should be considered on a case-by-case basis. They
should take into account any representations or objections that have been
received from responsible authorities or other persons, and representations
made by the applicant or premises user as the case may be.
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(9.42) The authority’s determination should be evidence-based, justified as being
appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives and proportionate to
what it is intended to achieve.

(9.43) Determination of whether an action or step is appropriate for the
promotion of the licensing objectives requires an assessment of what action or
step would be suitable to achieve that end. Whilst this does not therefore require
a licensing authority to decide that no lesser step will achieve the aim, the
authority should aim to consider the potential burden that the condition would
impose on the premises licence holder (such as the financial burden due to
restrictions on licensable activities) as well as the potential benefit in terms of the
promotion of the licensing objectives. However, it is imperative that the authority
ensures that the factors which form the basis of its determination are limited to
consideration of the
promotion of the objectives and nothing outside those parameters. As with the
consideration of licence variations, the licensing authority should consider wider
issues such as other conditions already in place to mitigate potential negative
impact on the promotion of the licensing objectives and the track record of the
business. Further advice on determining what is appropriate when imposing
conditions on a licence or certificate is provided in Chapter 10. The licensing
authority is expected to come to its determination based on an assessment of
the evidence on both the risks and benefits either for or against making the
determination.

9. Legal Considerations

9.1 The relevance of representations from customers to the premises, who do not
experience noise issues that neighbours may experience and of shop premises
that are closed before the licensed premises becomes busy are matters for
Members to determine as to the degree of weight merited in this case.

9.2 In balance to 9.1 (above), public nuisance under the Act is given its broad
common law meaning and could therefore include low level nuisance affecting
only a few people. Indeed the ‘Hope and Glory’ case where a decision of
Westminster Council was upheld on appeal determined that a public nuisance
under the Act was merely something that is more than a ‘Private nuisance’. This
does lead to some debate as to whether one person being affected can lead to a
public nuisance.

9.3 Notwithstanding 9.2 (above) there is no restriction on hearsay evidence and
there are mentioning’s in the representations of one neighbour having to sleep
with earplugs and another flat where the turnover of residents is said to be high
due to impact of noise. In such cases, again, it is for Members to look at this
evidence and to determine what weight if any is appropriate.

9.4 If satisfied that there is a public nuisance on balance then the discretion of the
committee is wide and all options as highlighted in paragraph 2.1 are available.
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9.5 In addition to the public nuisance question, Members are permitted to consider
matters relating to the prevention of crime and disorder and public safety as
outlined in the representations received.

9.6 The justification behind any decision in respect of this application or the
attachment of conditions, or variation of terms applied for must be recorded and
given to the applicant and any person that has made representation.

9.7 Section 52 of the Act requires the licensing authority to have regard to the
application for Review and any other valid representations and to take such
steps as listed in paragraph 2.

9.8 There is a right of appeal to Magistrates Court by any person or party aggrieved
by any decision made by the Sub-Committee.

Appendices to this report

 Appendix 1 - Application For Review
 Appendix 2 - Representations - Responsible Authorities
 Appendix 3 - Representations – Other Persons (Resident)
 Appendix 4 – Representations against the review i.e. in support of the

premises

Report Author Contact Details:

Name: Gary O’Shea
Telephone: 01277 312503
E-mail: gary.oshea@brentwood.gov.uk
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                                                                                                                                                                    26 JULY 2016 
 

 

SPORTS LOUNGE, 40 HIGH ST, BRENTWOOD CM14 4AJ 

 

 

APPENDIX 2 
REPRESENTATIONS 

RESPONSIBLE AUTHORITIES 

 

Dave Leonard 

(Brentwood Borough Council Licensing) 

 

Peter Jones 

(Essex Police Licensing) 
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SPORTS LOUNGE – LICENSING REPRESENTATION 14JUN16 

 

My name is Dave Leonard and I have been employed by Brentwood Borough Council as a 

Licensing Officer since February 2014.  

I was aware that the BRENTWOOD SNOOKER CLUB, 40 HIGH STREET, BRENTWOOD 

CM14 4AJ had been closed for some considerable time before I started in my post. I also recall 

receiving a telephone enquiry from a Mr BROWN relating to the premises licence, the hours of 

licensable activity and conditions attached, and the options for taking the transfer of the 

premises licence by settling the outstanding annual renewal fees. 

One THURSDAY, 5TH MARCH 2015 at 1.05PM, I was in the HIGH STREET, BRENTWOOD 

when I noticed some men taking dismantled snooker tables out of BRENTWOOD SNOOKER & 

POKER CLUB, 40 HIGH STREET, BRENTWOOD CM14 4AJ and loading them onto a van.  

I identified myself to the two males and walked in and upstairs to the snooker club. It was 

apparent that everything was being cleared out of the premises. There were two IC2 males 

talking at the bar area and clearly overseeing the process. I approached the men and identified 

myself and asked what was happening. One of the men introduced himself as the manager and 

stated that he was working for his business partner, ALF, who was the new three year 

leaseholder having taken over two weeks ago. I asked who ALF was and the male gave me the 

details of Alfie ADAM, together with a mobile phone number and an e-mail address. I was 

making a note of this information and asked the male his name and who he was in relation to 

this. The man challenged why I needed his details and I explained I was merely noting this as 

there would need to be further communication relating to the premises licence that had been 

suspended for non-payment of annual fees. Again, I asked the man’s name and he said, “ALI”. I 

said, “ALI what?” He said, “Just ALI.” He clearly did not wish to disclose his details and stated 

that I didn’t need to know them and that he was just a friend of Mr. ADAM. He stated that their 

solicitor Winston BROWN was dealing with all legal matters and that he would be organizing the 

payment of any outstanding fees. I then recalled that it was a Mr BROWN who had contacted 

me previously regarding this premises and so I accepted ALI’s account and left.  

I now know this man who was claiming to be ALI when we first met as Ahmet MELIN.     

On TUESDAY, 17TH MARCH 2015 at 1.50PM I received a call from a man claiming to be Mr. 

Alfie ADAM who wished to have a copy of the invoices for the BRENTWOOD SNOOKER & 

POKER CLUB so that he may settle the outstanding fees. I referred him to Mrs Sue COOK in 

the debts department. 

On FRIDAY, 10TH APRIL 2015 at 12.30PM whilst in the HIGH STREET, I noticed a large banner 

outside BRENTWOOD SNOOKER CLUB, 40 HIGH STREET, BRENTWOOD CM14 4AJ 

adverting ‘THE SPORTING LOUNGE – GRAND OPENING 24TH APRIL ‘. 

On MONDAY, 13TH APRIL 2016 at 10.40AM, I attempted to contact Mr. Alfie ADAM on the 

contact number provided regarding the grand opening advertisement outside the BRENTWOOD 
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SNOOKER CLUB, 40 HIGH STREET, BRENTWOOD CM14 4AJ and the fact that the Licensing 

Office had not received any documentation relating to a transfer of the licence, an application to 

vary the designated premises supervisor or if the licence was even still compliant with the 

premises plans and layout. There was no reply after repeated ringing and a voicemail message 

was left. I made a second call that day at 12noon and again there was no reply and another 

voicemail message was left. AT 12.45PM I received a call back from Mr. ADAM who confirmed 

a site visit meeting appointment for the following day, 14TH APRIL at 11.30AM with general 

manager, Mr. Ahmet MELIN (ALI), the Principal Licensing Officer, Gary O’SHEA, and the Police 

Licensing Officer, Peter JONES. 

On TUESDAY, 14TH APRIL 2016 at 11.30AM, together with Gary O’SHEA and Peter JONES, I 

attended the BRENTWOOD SNOOKER CLUB, 40 HIGH STREET, BRENTWOOD CM14 4AJ 

and met with Ahmet MELIN, who now described himself as the manager. He provided me with 

details of a home address, an e-mail address and a mobile phone number. I noted that there 

were a number of fixed booths being fitted by the windows overlooking the HIGH STREET. 

There were also eleven (11) flat screen TV’s (2x 65” & 9x 50”) being fitted around the walls. We 

were also shown out on to the flat roof at the rear of the premises accessible through a fire 

escape door. Once outside, I noted that there was a fire escape to the rear of the shopping 

parade and access to residential flats immediately above the snooker club. Mr. MELIN stated 

that it was their intention to adapt the outside flat roof terrace to become a smoking and café 

area. I voiced my concerns that this was not a practically sound idea with residential flats 

immediately above, unsecured access from the rear, no safety assurances that the roof was 

constructed for such use and if it would be fit for purpose and the surrounding walls at the edge 

of the roof appeared dangerously low to safeguard customers using that area. I also noticed 

three poker tables in the middle of the floor. When asked if he was removing them along with 

the snooker tables, Mr. MELIN stated that they looked nice and was going to keep them there 

as a feature. He stated that he didn’t know much about gambling or the processes but was 

planning to let customer ‘play’ for free just as a sideline attraction. Mr. MELIN also re-iterated 

that all the advertising and promotion was geared towards the grand opening on 24TH APRIL. 

Mr. O’SHEA advised Mr. MELIN that no transfer application had been received. Nor had an 

application to vary the designated premises supervisor been submitted. More importantly, the 

premises had been converted beyond recognition of the members-only snooker club that the 

licence had been issued for. The new layout of the premises no longer resembled that of the 

plan for which the licence had been granted and Mr. MELIN was advised to apply for a variation 

of the premises licence once the transfer had been completed. It was also made clear to Mr. 

MELIN that the required consultation period for any kind of variation would extend past 24TH 

APRIL and, therefore, would interfere with his grand opening plans. Mr. MELIN then intimated 

that he would return the snooker tables and recreate the licenced area to reflect the plans of the 

current premises licence because he was desperate to proceed with the grand opening as 

advertised. Mr. MELIN claimed that he wasn’t overly familiar with licensing procedure and asked 

for our assistance to facilitate his business plan. It is my opinion that this appeared to be a case 

of someone seeing a 3AM premises licence in the HIGH STREET and wishing to operate to that 

without consideration to the conditions or surrounding features that applied to it. It was also my 
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concern that the proposed operating schedule bore no resemblance to that of the premises 

granted a licence to run a members-only snooker hall.    

On WEDNESDAY, 15TH APRIL at 10.30AM, I spoke with Peter JONES (Essex Police Licensing) 

and at 1PM I had a meeting with Elaine HANLON (Environmental Health – Food Health & 

Safety) and Dean BAKER (Planning) all colleagues that also representing responsible 

authorities to discuss my concerns relating to the proposed business plan. 

At 2.40PM I received an online application from Mr. Alfie ADAMS to transfer the premises 

licence to AATrading Ltd. (15/00008/LAPRE refers). However, the application was incomplete 

as no accompanying consent form from the outgoing premises licence holder, Mr. Yilfer 

SHEVKET, had been received. At 3.05PM, I contacted Mr. ADAM to advise him of this and he 

was unable to talk and assured me that he would call me back in half an hour to resolve the 

matter. Having not received a call back by 5.45PM, I once again called Mr. ADAM. I advised him 

of the concerns that I, and colleagues from other responsible authorities, had with the current 

premises licence and that an application for a full variation would be necessary if they intended 

to continue with the change of business operation that they were proposing. I advised that I 

believed that a food registration certificate was required 28 days prior to opening and a planning 

permission to change use from D2 to A4 or A3 would also need consideration. I also informed 

Mr. ADAM that the consent form to transfer the premises licence from Mr. Yilfer SHEVKET was 

required to complete the application plus a designated premises supervisor variation and 

consent form was required before alcohol may be sold on the premises. In light of the proposed 

24th APRIL grand opening, I advised that there was a need for an urgent joint meeting to 

discuss and assist with the options available. I suggested that there was little chance that the 

administration could be completed before 24th APRIL and advised that a warning notice would 

follow to clarify the position. 

On THURSDAY, 16TH APRIL at 11.55AM, I received a call from Mr. MELIN where I explained 

the position exactly as I had to Mr. ADAM the previous day. I drafted a warning letter detailing 

the points raised and e-mailed it to both Mr. ADAM and Mr. MELIN and posted a hard copy to 

AATrading Ltd. Later that day, at 4PM, I received a further call from Mr. MELIN where we spoke 

for thirty minutes discussing the points detailed in the warning letter. At the conclusion of this 

conversation, Mr. MELIN stated that he would be re-installing the snooker tables and re-

addressing his operating schedule in order to comply with the conditions of the current premises 

licence in an effort to obviate the need to seek a variation.  

On FRIDAY, 17TH APRIL at 1.30PM, I received a call from Mr. MELIN claiming that the current 

premises licence holder, Mr. SHEVKET, had had to rush out to a family emergency and had yet 

to complete the consent form. 

On MONDAY, 20TH APRIL I re-sent the warning letter to both Mr. ADAM and Mr. MELIN and on 

TUESDAY, 21ST APRIL at 2.10PM, I received a further call from Mr. MELIN once again seeking 

to clarify the need for completing the transfer and DPS variation consent forms again. 

I was away from the office for the remainder of that week but I am aware of an e-mail 

confirmation from Principal licensing Officer, Gary O’SHEA, that an e-mail response was sent to 
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both Mr. ADAM and Mr. MELIN on FRIDAY, 24TH APRIL 2016 at 2.56PM confirming that the 

transfer and DPS variation applications were now administratively satisfactory - despite not 

notifying the Licensing department of a change of name to the premises - and that were now 

able to have their grand opening as requested on the proviso that they were operating in strict 

compliance with the terms and conditions of the premises licence. 

On MONDAY, 27TH APRIL at 2PM, I visited the premises now known as The SPORTS 

LOUNGE, 40 HIGH STREET, BRENTWOOD CM14 4AJ and spoke with the new designated 

premises supervisor, Mr. Artan ZEFI to ensure that he was aware of the strict membership 

rules. There was a blonde barmaid employed behind the bar and I noted that there were two 

snooker tables and three pool tables spread around the floor. There were four seating booths 

situated by the window facing onto the HIGH STREET and some lounger settees situated in the 

centre of the floor. 

From SATURDAY, 2ND MAY to MONDAY, 11TH MAY I was on leave but during this period I was 

made aware of a late night boxing event that took place at The SPORTS LOUNGE on 

SUNDAY, 3RD MAY. The Floyd Mayweather fight screened live from America continued well 

past the hours permitted on the premises licence and no Temporary Event Notice (TEN) had 

been applied for to cover the additional hours the premises continued to stay open.   

On MONDAY,11TH MAY at 1PM, I watched BBC CCTV footage of persons still leaving the 

SPORTS LOUNGE at 6AM after Mayweather fight on 3RD MAY. At 3.15PM, I visited The 

SPORTS LOUNGE, 40 HIGH STREET, BRENTWOOD CM14 4AJ. There were approximately 

ten people in the premises and one snooker table and one pool table was in use. I noted that 

the rear fire door onto the flat roof terrace was wedged wide open. The blonde barmaid 

recognized me and advised me that the new food menus would be arriving tomorrow and that 

business was steady. I asked why the rear fire was propped open to which she replied, “It’s the 

heat. It’s so hot in here.” 

On WEDNESDAY, 13TH MAY at 10.30AM, I viewed the many media posts relating to the boxing 

event the SPORTS LOUNGE hosted on 3RD MAY and then later that day, at 1.10PM, I had a 

case conference with David CARTER and Steve BLAKE, colleagues from the Environmental 

Health Noise Pollution team following a complaint received by, Ms. Maria REDMAN, a resident 

from a flat above the premises. 

On FRIDAY, 15TH MAY at 1.45PM, I spoke with Ms. Maria REDMAN who stated that the noise 

coming from the SPORTS LOUNGE immediately below her flat was excessive and unbearable 

and continuing well into the early hours of the morning. That evening from 10PM, I was 

conducting pro-active licensing visits in the HIGH STREET together with Gary O’SHEA. We 

passed The SPORTS LOUNGE at 11.10PM and noted one black male dressed in the traditional 

all-black outfit of a door supervisor and standing at the entrance to the premises. I could not see 

a SIA badge visible on display upon his person. He was engaged in conversation with three 

street pastors. We returned to the location at 12.25AM (SATURDAY 16TH MAY) and the 

premises was locked up and in darkness and I observed Mr. MELIN driving away in his Black 

Audi motor vehicle. 
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On THURSDAY, 28TH MAY at 1.20PM, I received a call from Mr. MELIN stating that he had 

been given the safety okay for the smoking area on the roof terrace from Mr. Gary PRICE in the 

Building Control Office at the Council. I advised Mr. MELIN that, with the changes that had been 

made, he still needed to apply to vary the premises licence and I expressed my disappointment 

that he had not already done so. I pointed out my concerns regarding this sports-themed 

premises showing transatlantic boxing matches that continued on way past the hours of 

licensable activity especially when no TEN has been applied for. I said, “I’m sure that you 

wouldn’t do that” to which he replied, “Of course not.” I again reminded Mr. MELIN that he was 

required to comply with the terms and conditions of the current premises licence. I also asked 

Mr. MELIN to call me on MONDAY, 1ST JUNE to arrange a meeting with Mr. ADAM to discuss 

the variation but I was advised that Mr. ADAM was out of the country for at least two weeks 

playing poker professionally in Las Vegas. 

On SATURDAY, 30TH MAY from 10PM, I was deployed on licensing enforcement duties with 

Gary O’SHEA in Brentwood HIGH STREET. At 11.30PM, we visited Ms. Maria REDMAN at her 

flat above The SPORTS LOUNGE, 40 HIGH STREET, BRENTWOOD CM14 4AJ where we 

also joined Environmental Health – Noise Pollution officers and colleagues, David CARTER and 

Steve BLAKE. I could clearly hear people taking loudly in the bar downstairs. Shortly afterwards 

at 11.40PM, Mr O’SHEA and I left the flat to conduct a licensing visit at The SPORTS LOUNGE. 

The two persons that we had seen on door security fifteen minutes earlier were now gone and 

the front entrance door was shut. I buzzed the entry phone and identified myself. Approximately 

fifty seconds later Mr. MELIN opened the door and greeted us. Ten customers left within two 

minutes of our arrival. Mr. O’SHEA and I then went through the premises licence conditions with 

Mr. MELIN and the DPS, Mr. Artan ZEFI. I asked questions regarding the membership 

requirement and whether every customer currently in the premises was a member. Mr. MELIN 

said, “It’s being sorted on the computer now but it’s not ready.” He then claimed that he thought 

that the condition relating to members only related to persons entering after 10.30PM and 

challenged the wording of the condition as entered on the premises licence. Mr. O’SHEA 

conceded that the wording may be construed as ambiguous. This was not my feeling but it did 

re-enforce my argument that the premises licence was in need of being varied to clarify matters. 

I asked if there was a CCTV fitted and operating. Mr. MELIN said, “We have 31 days coverage. 

24/7.” I said, “24/7?” MELIN said, “24/7.” I said, “Do you care to show me how it works then?  

For example can you show me the footage recorded on 4TH MAY, please?” From the confident 

response and address of previous question, Mr. MELIN appeared a little startled at the request 

and said, “I can’t operate it. Only the technician who fitted it can do that.” He then showed me a 

USB plug and claimed that any coverage request would be downloaded to a USB memory stick 

and made available. I made a request to see that footage of the date referred to and said to him 

that I was interested to see at what time they were open to when showing the Mayweather fight. 

Mr. MELIN smiled and said something along the lines of okay I put my hands up it may have 

gone on a little late but I didn’t realize I could apply for an extension. I apologize. I explained that 

for a premises operating to the hours it does and not being a restaurant, it was all the more 

reason for having a CCTV system fit for purpose and capable of immediate reviewing and, more 

importantly, that should be a condition on the premises licence which it currently wasn’t. Mr. 

MELIN said, “You’re not happy that I gave you that false name when we first met, are you? Can 
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we start again? After all we will be working together.” I admitted that I was not impressed with 

his initial attitude and did not expect to be lied to but conceded that it was time to move on. 

Once again, I re-iterated my concerns that this current premises licence was granted to a 

private members snooker club. I didn’t require conditions of a late night licence at that time 

because is was a snooker hall. No music. No flat screen TV’s around all the walls. No high 

volume vertical drinking culture. No smoking legislation requiring people to go outside into areas 

that may be a nuisance to residents. It was a snooker club where people played snooker period. 

Mr. MELIN again made reference to the flat roof at the rear that he intended to make a smoking 

and outside eating area and the conversation he had been having with Gary PRICE. I told Mr. 

MELIN that all I was interested in was that he was operating to a set of conditions on a premises 

licence  that were relevant to the business and that he was operating in compliance with the 

promotion of the four licensing objectives. I told Mr. MELIN that if he was prepared and willing to 

do that we would get on fine. We then shook hands and Gary O’SHEA and I then left the 

premises. Despite the request being made for the USB stick covering events of 4TH MAY, I was 

never offered nor did I receive it. 

On THURSDAY, 4TH JUNE at 11.40 AM, I conducted a visit to The SPORTS LOUNGE and 

observed the rear fire exit onto the flat roof was wide open. Mr. MELIN was also present and I 

advised him accordingly. 

On TUESDAY, 16TH JUNE at 12.05PM I received a call from Mr. MELIN who was still seeking to 

seek up a meeting to discuss a variation of the premises licence. He advised that he would e-

mail me with dates to avoid – so as to include the premises licence holder, Mr. ADAM – within 

the next week. No such e-mail was subsequently forthcoming. 

On FRIDAY, 3RD JULY the Licensing Office received a Temporary Event Notification (TEN) from 
the DPS, Mr. Artan ZEFI, for a proposed event described as ‘Party – We are proposing to have 
an event held from 9pm Saturday 18th July Sunday 19th July 2am. The events entertainment 
will consist of one hour of live music (finishing before 12 midnight) and recorded music played 
for the rest of the evening. We propose that we limit the event to a capacity to 120 people and 
have 3 certified security staff at the venue.’ 
 
On MONDAY, 6TH JULY, I received a representation against the TEN from Mr. Stephen BLAKE 
(Environmental Health Noise Pollution Officer) raising concerns regarding public nuisance. At 
4.48PM, I made a call to Mr. Alfie ADAM regarding the TEN and there was no reply. I left a 
voicemail message requesting a call back. 
 
On TUESDAY, 7TH JULY at 2PM, I called Mr. MELIN to make further enquiries about the TEN 

and to advise him that the Noise Pollution Officer had made a representation against it. He 

stated that a band that was performing at the Brentwood Festival (that same weekend) would be 

playing. I advised of the concerns especially as the Environmental Health Officer had sent a 

warning letter and was currently investigating a noise complaint. Mr. MELIN stated that the letter 

was only an advisory notice and claimed that the EHO had never visited the location to offer 

advice. I advised him that I would forward his details to Mr. BLAKE in an effort to open dialogue. 

On WEDNESDAY, 8TH JULY at 3.25PM, I called Mr. MELIN to update him regarding Mr. 

BLAKE’s representation. Mr. MELIN stated that he was keen to work with the Responsible 
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Authorities but expressed his disappointment that he had received no contact from the EHO at 

an e-mail addressany time save for the letter sent out to him. He requested a copy of the 

representation and provisionally indicated that he did not wish to create ill-feeling and was 99% 

likely to withdraw the application. 

On THURSDAY, 9TH JULY at 9AM, I sent an e-mail to Mr. MELIN and Mr. ZEFI relating to the 

representation against the TEN and at 1PM I received an eo-mail from the Sports Lounge 

withdrawing the TEN. 

On WEDNESDAY, 15TH JULY at 2PM, I attended a meeting with Mr. MELIN at the SPORTS 

LOUNGE together with Mr. Peter JONES (Police) and Mr. Steve BLAKE (EHO) to discuss the 

need for a full variation to the premises licence. The premises licence holder, Mr. ADAM was, 

once again, unavailable. Mr. MELIN was still of the belief that a minor variation was all that was 

required to remedy the concerns surrounding the premises licence. Mr. MELIN also explained 

that he wished to extend the licenced area onto the flat roof by the rear fire escape and 

introduce shesha pipes. I also noticed that a partition wall had been erected in the back corner 

to create an enclosed room. Upon further inspection this housed a poker table and a number of 

chairs. Once again, I pointed out that to continue changing the layout of the premises other than 

in accordance with the premises plans was breaching the conditions of the premises licence. 

Mr. BLAKE advised that the premises were not acoustically sound and that extensive acoustic 

work would need to be carried out in order to protect the flats above from noise nuisance. Mr. 

MELIN flatly refused to entertain this proposal as he had looked into the costing of the insulation 

and it was impractical due to the expense that such work would entail. 

On SATURDAY, 18TH JULY from 7.30PM, I was deployed on the Brentwood Festival event at 

the Brentwood Centre. En route to attending the event, I passed the SPORTS LOUNGE at 

7.50PM and noted that an A-board outside was advertising a boxing event from 9PM. There 

was no excess noise emanating from the premises and no indication that they were intending to 

renege on their TEN withdrawal. Following the completion of my duty on SUNDAY, 16TH JULY 

at 2AM, I pulled up outside the SPORTS LOUNGE at 2.10AM. I saw that the entrance door was 

ajar but in a ten minute spell, I saw two men enter the premises (one at 2.10AM and one at 

2.20AM). There were no door supervisors at the entrance. I also noted a number of very 

expensive motor vehicles parked outside the parade of shops. Many of the vehicles had 

personalised registration plates including Mr. MELIN’s Audi.         

On FRIDAY, 31ST JULY at 9.30AM, I was speaking with Mr. JONES (police) and, as a result of 

what I was told, it became apparent to me why Mr. MELIN may have given me false particulars 

at our first meeting and why he appeared so reluctant to have his name anywhere on the 

paperwork - either as the licence holder or DPS - when he clearly manages the premises.   

On WEDNESDAY, 12TH AUGUST at 10.35AM, I received a call from Mr. MELIN advising me 

that new premises plans had been drawn up and that he will be ready to submit the premises 

licence application this week. He also stated that he did not wish Brentwood Council to think 

that he had been ignoring the process since our last meeting but then he also made mention of 

a visit by uniformed police officers on the previous Saturday evening (8TH AUGUST). He claimed 

that an elderly police officer was quite rude to a female member of staff and queried the number 
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of TV’s on background music being played. I later learned from Mr. JONES (police) that the 

SPORTS LOUNGE was included in the latest round of routine police licensing enforcement 

visits conducted under Operation BENISON and that no untoward concerns were raised. 

On FRIDAY, 14TH AUGUST at 3PM, I was advised of public health concerns raised by the EHO 

surrounding rubbish and waste being dumped in the alleyway beside the SPORTS LOUNGE. 

On MONDAY, 17TH AUGUST at 2.55PM, I visited the SPORTS LOUNGE to discuss the rubbish 

complaint. There were no customers in the premises. The barmaid, DANA, was the only person 

there. I noticed that the premises layout had been changed yet again. The lounge settees 

previously situated in the middle of the room had been removed and replaced by two-seater 

tables and stools. I also noticed that the partition wall had now been completed and painted and 

there were now posher seats in the poker room. I advised DANA of the complaint about the 

rubbish and she stated that it had been dealt with and that they were awaiting the delivery of a 

waste bin. I checked the alley when leaving the and, sure enough, it was clean and clear. 

On TUESDAY, 18TH AUGUST at 12.25PM, I re-visited the SPORTS LOUNGE with Mr. JONES 

(police). Once again, only DANA was on the premises. I noted that there was a fruit machine in 

the poker room and two further AWP’s in the bar area opposite the counter. DANA contacted 

Mr. MELIN by phone and handed it to me. Mr. MELIN claimed that he would be submitting the 

premises licence variation that night. He quoted the £190 fee he had noted on the online 

application and then enquired if he needed a solicitor or agent. I advised that, with all that has 

gone on previously, it wouldn’t be a bad idea although if cost was an issue, the online process 

would be perfectly acceptable. No application was forthcoming. 

In the meantime, I contacted Mrs. Heidi HARDS from the Gambling Commission to seek advice 

over my concerns that the SPORTS LOUNGE was operating poker games.  

On WEDNESDAY, 9TH SEPTEMBER at 11.25AM, I received a call from Mr. MELIN advising me 

that he had just paid off a bottle collection fee of £231 to the Council and was keen to arrange a 

meeting with Mr. Alfie ADAM to assist with completing the application to vary the premises 

licence. I advised that I would facilitate this meeting once that I’d consulted with the other 

responsible authorities and considered all dates to avoid. 

On FRIDAY, 18TH SEPTEMBER at 2.48PM, I called Mr. MELIN to inform him that 6TH 
OCTOBER at 1.30PM would be a suitable date. There was no reply on his mobile phone and so 
I left the information on a voicemail. Having not received any further return call, on THURSDAY, 
24TH SEPTEMBER at 11.40AM, I called Mr. MELIN and got to speak to him. Mr. MELIN 
confirmed that he had received my voicemail message last week despite not responding and he 
stated that Mr. ADAM may, once again, be unavailable for the meeting on 6TH OCTOBER as he 
may be away in Pakistan this time. However, Mr. MELIN promised me that he would confirm 
this date by e-mail that afternoon. Needless to say, no e-mail was sent. I stressed that this 
meeting is very important and the matter needs to be resolved. I again suggested that, as all 
business goes through Mr. MELIN, why did he not transfer the premises licence into his name 
so that we could conduct all matters directly with him and without the need to involve Mr. ADAM. 
Mr. MELIN agreed that this would be a good idea and stated that he would put this suggestion 
to Mr. ADAM. 
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On TUESDAY, 29TH SEPTEMBER at 2.40PM, having still not received e-mail confirmation of 
attendance for the proposed meeting on 6TH OCTOBER, I attended the SPORTS LOUNGE. Mr. 
MELIN was unavailable and a further request for e-mail confirmation was left with bar staff 
member, RACHEL.  
 
Finally, on 1ST OCTOBER at 11.45AM, I received a confirmation call from Mr. MELIN accepting 
the invite to attend the meeting set for 6TH OCTOBER. He stated that the DPS, Mr. ZEFI would 
also be attending but, unfortunately, Mr. ADAM would be unavailable as he is in Pakistan and 
would only be returning for three days on 10TH OCTOBER before going back to America. Once 
again, I requested an e-mail confirmation of this. I sent a third request e-mail at 12.37PM and 
finally received an e-mail confirmation response at 2.23PM that day. 
 
On TUESDAY, 6TH OCTOBER at 12.45PM, together with Gary O’SHEA and Peter JONES, I 
met with Mrs. Heidi HARDS and Mr. Clive NOBLETT, officers from the Gambling Commission in 
a pre-meeting before attending the SPORTS LOUNGE. Mr. NOBLETT had been involved in a 
previous investigation against Mr. MELIN who had applied for, and been granted, a Club 
Gaming Permit and Club Premise Certificate in 2011 for The Big Bluff Private Members Club in 
Enfield, the location being a former snooker hall. At 1.30PM, we all went to The SPORTS 
LOUNGE and met with Mr. MELIN and Mr. ZEFI. Upon seeing Mr. NOBLETT and Mrs. HARDS, 
Mr. MELIN immediately very aggressive and abusive, a side of his character that I had not seen 
before. The police explained that the Gambling Commission had been invited merely to inspect 
the premises and advise in their area of expertise. Mr. MELIN repeatedly swore, claiming that 
he had been ambushed and that the Gambling Commission had nothing to do with his licence. 
He refused to interact with the officers and repeatedly told them to ‘fuck off out of his premises’. 
I did ask if he would kindly refrain from swearing in the presence of a lady but he did not wish to 
relent and insisted that they leave the premises. In the interests of having a constructive 
meeting and having seen the premises, the officers consented to leave. Almost immediately, Mr. 
MELIN’s demeanour changed and he was apologetic for his outburst claiming that it was Mr. 
NOBLETT who was responsible for him going to prison. Mr. MELIN admitted that this is why he 
had been less than candid initially because of his previous reputation. He denied that poker was 
being played on the premises and showed us the room that had been created by the partition 
wall. The poker table had been dismantled and two dart boards put up on the wall for use by the 
club’s dart team. Mr. MELIN also stated that he had represented himself at previous licensing 
hearing and so I asked him if he did have knowledge of the Licensing Act and procedure to 
which he replied, “Of course I do.” I said, “So this apparent naivety shown by you has all been a 
big bluff?” Mr. MELIN gave me a big grin. The concerns surrounding the operating schedule of 
this premises and the need to put in a place a premises licence that is fit for purpose was once 
again reiterated and Gary O’SHEA undertook to supply Mr. MELIN with a wish list of conditions 
required by the responsible authorities to enable him to complete an application for the full 
variation of the premises licence by Friday 9TH OCTOBER. A maximum terminal hour of 1AM 
was also provisionally accepted. 
 
On WEDNESDAY, 14TH OCTOBER at 3.30PM, I received a call from Mr. MELIN chasing up 
when Mr. O’SHEA’s wish list e-mail would be sent. I advised him that I would chase things up. I 
also told him that I had heard from third party sources that his place was still the place to go for 
poker. Mr. MELIN totally refuted this claim and stated that the partition wall was to be taken 
down again and no poker was being played.     
On FRIDAY, 16TH OCTOBER at 11.20AM, I was advised by Mrs. Elaine HANLON 
(Environmental Health Principal Food Safety Officer) that a kitchen closure warning notice had 
been served to Mr. Ibrahim HALIL at the SPORTS LOUNGE.  
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On FRIDAY, 23RD OCTOBER at 4.05PM, Mr. O’SHEA e-mailed the wish list of potential 
acceptable licensing conditions to Mr. MELIN, copying in both Peter JONES and myself. 
 
On FRIDAY, 30TH OCTOBER 2016 at 12.33PM I received a response from Mr. MELIN advising 
that the online application should be completed and submitted later today. No such application 
was received. 
 
On FRIDAY, 11TH DECEMBER, I was made aware that the Environmental Health Team was 
intending to install a Sound Level Meter (SLM) in Flat 3 above the SPORTS LOUNGE following 
further noise nuisance complaints. It was my intention to attend the appointment with the EHO 
but I was otherwise delayed. I was also made aware by the finance administration team that an 
outstanding annual premises licence fee for the SPORTS LOUNGE, the reminder letter having 
been sent out to the premises licence holder on 30TH NOVEMBER, had still not been paid. The 
Principal Licensing Officer, Mr. O’SHEA, issued an immediate Notice of Suspension of a 
Premises Licence letter to Mr. ADAM and at 3.35PM, I attended the SPORTS LOUNGE to 
deliver a copy of the Suspension Notice letter to the manager. The member of bar staff, 
RACHEL, stated that ‘DANNY’ had just popped out. I waited ten minutes and ‘DANNY’, who 
turned out to be the DPS, Mr. Artan ZEFI, returned. We both attempted to contact Mr. MELIN 
but he was not answering his phone. Mr. ZEFI offered to settle the outstanding fee with cash 
after a visit to the bank but I advised him that I could not take cash. Instead, I offered him the 
opportunity to attend the Town Hall before 4.30PM to pay the outstanding and allow me to issue 
a withdrawal of the Notice of Suspension letter which they had to receive before they could 
recommence licensable activity in accordance with their licence at the premises. For the 
avoidance of doubt, I made it absolutely clear to Mr. ZEFI that all licensable activity was to be 
suspended with immediate effect until the outstanding fee was settled and a letter withdrawing 
the Notice of Suspension was received. I advised Mr. ZEFI that the council offices closed at 
4.30PM on a Friday and he assured me that he would attend in plenty of time and settle this 
matter. I returned to the Town Hall, advised my colleagues in the Reception of the situation and 
awaited Mr. ZEFI’s attendance. I was waiting in the Reception area at 4.30PM when the doors 
were closed. He did not attend. I received no courtesy telephone call or e-mail advising of any 
delay or update.  
 
I was aware that British Heavyweight boxing champion, Anthony Joshua, was fighting on the 
evening of SATURDAY, 12TH DECEMBER and that the SPORTS LOUNGE was a staunch 
supporter of his fights. At 8.15PM, I began an evening of licensing enforcement visits with David 
CARTER (EH manager). At 8.30PM, we drove past the SPORTS LOUNGE. The entrance door 
was open and I noticed a man standing immediately outside who appeared to be a door 
supervisor. We parked up and at 8.40PM we attended FLAT 3, 40 HIGH STREET to meet with 
Ms. Maria REDMAN who advised us that a party had just started and the noise recording 
equipment has failed. We listened to the noise coming from the SPORTS LOUNGE from both 
Ms. REDMAN’s bedroom, which is apparently directly above the bar area, and her lounge. 
There was a DJ playing music and mixing tracks and this was very audible and Ms. REDMAN 
showed how she had to turn her television in the lounge up to top volume of 100 to be able to 
hear it over the music downstairs. I was content to be guided by Mr. CARTER, the EH noise 
pollution specialist, in relation to noise nuisance action. Certainly, I considered the noise level 
intrusive and detrimental to the occupier’s quality of life. By 9.30PM, the party was in full flow 
with everyone singing and chanting ‘happy birthday’. I then heard what sounded like a child’s 
voice on the microphone singing ‘Happy Birthday, Ian’. I could hear the party actually finish at 
10PM and then distinguish the televisions going on by distinctive the sound of the 
commentators at ringside. Looking out onto the HIGH STREET at 10.20PM, I observed what 
appeared to be the DJ loading his decks and equipment into the back of a car parked directly 
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outside the SPORTS LOUNGE. BY 11PM, the fight appeared to be in full flow as the noise had 
increased. There was a lot of shouting, cheering and swearing and this was clearly audible. At 
about 11.18PM, the noise peaked to a crescendo where it became apparent that there had 
been a winner. There was the sound of a lot of movement downstairs and I soon became aware 
of a lot more noise outside on the street directly outside the entrance. I could see several men in 
a jovial state, discussing the fight and smoking. At 11.30PM, we left the flat and went to conduct 
a licensing visit to the premises. As we approached the entrance to the SPORTS LOUNGE 
there were about six men still outside smoking and talking with raised voices. I’m advised that 
this term is called a temporary threshold shift. The men were not aggressive or threatening but 
they were loud and they were using the most profane language when debating the post-fight 
analysis. One of the men kindly advised me that ‘Joshua fucking knocked him out in the 
seventh!’ We entered the premises and went upstairs to the bar. There was no door supervisor 
at the entrance and at no point were we challenged or asked to identify ourselves or produce 
membership details as required in the conditions on the premises licence. Once upstairs, I 
noted the premises was still busy with a predominantly male customer base although they did 
appear to be steadily leaving or preparing to leave. I saw the DPS, Mr. ZEFI, serving alcohol to 
a customer from behind the bar. Have served the male a pint of beer, he looked in my direction 
and immediately came over to greet me. We then all went from the bar area to the stairwell in 
order that we could hear each other speak. I told Mr. ZEFI that I had waited at the Town Hall 
reception until it closed at 4.30PM for him to attend and pay the outstanding licence fee and that 
I didn’t even receive so much as a courtesy call that he couldn’t attend. I also reiterated that I 
had made it absolutely clear why the Notice of Suspension letter was served on him and what it 
specified. I repeated that he should not be conducting licensable activity, including the sale of 
alcohol, until the outstanding fee had been settled and the suspension had been officially lifted 
in the form of a written notification. This procedure had not been followed. Mr. ZEFI twice 
insisted that the fee had indeed been paid by Mr. MELIN on Friday evening. I asked if he could 
provide me of direct evidence of this. Clearly, out of office hours, I was unable to confirm this 
claim and I was not inclined to believe Mr. MELIN based on past failed assurances. In any case, 
they had not received written notice lifting the suspension. Mr. ZEFI stated that they had hosted 
a private birthday party and claimed that it wasn’t very noisy with no more than sixty persons 
present. Mr. CARTER and I then left the premises at 11.45PM. 
 
On MONDAY, 14TH DECEMBER, I made enquiries relating to this outstanding annual fee with 
Mrs. Sharon GALE in the Council Debt Recovery office and was advised that the outstanding 
fee of £295 was paid on online on FRIDAY, 11TH DECEMBER at 4.05PM. At 5.30PM, I sent an 
e-mail letter to Mr. ADAM and Mr. MELIN advising that the Notice of Suspension had been lifted 
I received no response, written or otherwise, from any party connected with the SPORTS 
LOUNGE following the events of the weekend. No explanation of events and no apologies. 
 
On THURSDAY, 7TH JANUARY 2016, the Licensing Office received an application from AA 
TRADING LTD (submitted on 6TH) for a variation to the premises licence at The SPORTS 
LOUNGE. However, there were a number of sections that were not satisfactorily completed or 
addressed and I had to reject the application as invalid and arrange for a reimbursement of the 
fee. I notified Mr. ADAM and Mr. MELIN of the grounds for rejecting the application in an e-mail 
and suggested that if they were still having difficulties completing the application that they 
should seek the advice of a licensing agent or solicitor. Once again, I received no confirmation 
of receipt of my e-mail or response to the matters addressed. 
I felt that the application did not address any of the concerns that we had repeatedly identified in 
past meetings with Mr. MELIN. This led me to question whether it had ever been Mr. MELIN’s 
intention to work with the licensing department. 
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On MONDAY, 11TH APRIL at 3.05PM, I received a call in the office from Mr. ZEFI asking if 
anything could be resolved with the smoking area proposed for the flat roof area at the rear. He 
claimed that it would be a better way of controlling the customers. Having not heard anything 
from anyone connected with the SPORTS LOUNGE since the Notice of Suspension in 
December 2015 (no verbal interaction was forthcoming with the ill-fated application to vary the 
premises licence in January 2016), I was curious that this enquiry came on the Monday after the 
weekend of the latest televised Anthony Joshua fight. I asked how fight went at the weekend 
and he said that there were no issues and that it was a lot quieter these days. I said, “Do you 
still have noise concerns raised?” Mr. ZEFI said, “Only one person complains. The woman 
above. They should know what to expect when they move in above such a venue like those at 
the Slug and Lettuce.” I said, “My point exactly. When they move in to such accommodation. 
She was there when it was a licenced snooker club. No flat screen TV’s. No music. No outside 
smoking. Membership only. My point exactly.” I advised Mr. ZEFI that I was very disappointed 
that I hadn’t heard from anyone at the SPORTS LOUNGE since the Notice of Suspension on 
14TH DECEMBER 2015. I told him that I’ve yet to have a meeting with the elusive Alfie ADAM 
who is always out of the country and a year has passed and nothing on the licence has been 
addressed. I advised him to speak with the EHO regarding any designated smoking areas.   
 
On the evening of SATURDAY, 16TH APRIL from 10PM, I was deployed on licensing 
enforcement visits with Environmental Health Officer and colleague, Mr. Neil HAYCOCK, where 
we conducted a number of visits to locations that had been subject of noise complaints.  
At 11.50PM we passed the SPORTS LOUNGE and all appeared quiet. I noted that Ms. 
REDMAN was upstairs in her lounge and so we conducted a courtesy call to see how current 
situation was. On this occasion I could hear no more than the occasional scraping of a chair on 
the floor and there were no noise issues apparent. 
 
On WEDNESDAY, 25TH MAY at 12.40PM, I visited the SPORTS LOUNGE to deliver an invite to 
the forthcoming Brentwood Borough Pubwatch meeting that had been set for 1ST JUNE. The 
primary objective of this meeting was to address the upcoming UEFA European Football 2016 
Tournament and offer practical guidance and assistance through Borough networking. It was my 
belief that The SPORTS LOUNGE, by definition, would benefit from attending this meeting. 
There was a single barmaid, Miss Jess CARRON, working behind the bar and only two persons 
in the bar playing pool. I was advised that both Mr. MELIN and Mr. ZEFI were unavailable and 
so I left an invite together with directions to the event with her against a signature of receipt. 
Needless to say, no representative from the SPORTS LOUNGE was present at the meeting on 
1ST JUNE and no written or verbal communication of apologies for absence was received either 
before or after the event.       
 
On THURSDAY, 2ND JUNE, the Licensing Office received an application seeking the Review of 
the premises licence at The SPORTS LOUNGE from Mr. Stephen BLAKE on behalf of the 
Environmental Health team citing that the premises licence holding had failed to promote the 
licensing objectives with regard to the prevention of public nuisance. Mr. BLAKE later advised 
me that he had served a copy of the Review application personally to the SPORTS LOUNGE.  
At 6.05PM, I attended the SPORTS LOUNGE to post the Review notices where I met Mr. ZEFI, 
who had just started at work having taken over from the female bar staff at 6PM. He was 
unaware of any Review papers being served on the premises and appeared genuinely shocked. 
Mr. ZEFI stated that nothing had been handed over or explained by the member of staff going 
off shift. He made an extensive search behind the bar and could not find any papers. I explained 
the procedure to Mr. ZEFI and informed him that I had to post Review Notices outside the 
premises where the public could see them. He consented to this. I handed him a further notice 
for his reference and display in the bar. I then left the premises and put two notices up outside. 
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One was attached above the letter box next to the entrance and the other on the outside wall. 
There was no area I could pin the notices without causing damage so I carefully affixed them 
with parcel tape. 
 
On THURSDAY, 9TH JUNE at 9.40AM, following receipt of a memo from Mr. MELIN’s agent, Mr. 
David DADDS, I attended the SPORTS LOUNGE to replace the Review Notices with blue 
notices. I noted that the notice I had displayed by the letter box had already been removed. I 
then removed the other notice without causing damage as had been implied and replaced it with 
a blue notice. In all, I placed three blue notices around the entrance, again in an effort not to 
cause damage, and I affixed one blue notice to the nearest lamp post.  
 
I conducted several checks during the course of the consultation period to see if the notices 
were still being displayed. On FRIDAY, 10TH JUNE at 9.30AM, they were all in place. On 
MONDAY, 13TH JUNE at 9.45AM, a notice that had been attached at head height with string and 
tape was no longer there. The other three notices were still in place. On THURSDAY, 16TH 
JUNE at 12.30PM, I drove past the SPORTS LOUNGE and noted that they now had A-boards 
set out on the footway on either side of the entrance. One on the A-boards was directly 
obscuring the lower placed blue notice.   
 
On WEDNESDAY, 29TH JUNE, I was engaged in a Licensing Sub-Committee hearing at the 
Town Hall relating to an application for a premises licence for a restaurant in the HIGH STREET 
and sited not too far away from the SPORTS LOUNGE. Ironically, Mr. DADDS was making 
representation against this application for all the reasons and concerns that I share regarding 
the SPORTS LOUNGE. During the break for the decision to be reached, I renewed 
acquaintances with Mr. DADDS and expressed my disappointment that Mr. MELIN had not 
approached him six months earlier in an effort to address the concerns that I have with the 
premises licence and seek to address and resolve them without the need for what has followed. 
I invited Mr. DADDS to contact me with his client at any point to see they were prepared to allay 
my concerns. The exact same concerns raised by Mr. DADDS at this Sub-Committee hearing.   
 
I wish to make representation supporting the application to Review the premises licence 
against the SPORTS LOUNGE. It is my contention that they failed to adequately promote 
the licensing objectives relating to the prevention of crime and disorder, prevention of 
public nuisance and potentially to public safety. From the outset, I have attempted to 
work with the management of premises and to assist in improving the position with 
regard to both promotion of these objectives and compliance with conditions on the 
premises licence. It is my contention that the current premises licence is not fit for 
purpose and the conditions attached are, in fact, being breached on a daily basis. The 
premises licence at 40 HIGH STREET, BRENTWOOD CM14 4AJ was issued to 
BRENTWOOD SNOOKER CLUB. It was a private members snooker club. No flat screen 
TV’s. No music. No outside smoking. Membership only. There are specific rules about 
entry and membership that are clearly not being complied with. The premises has a 
2.30AM licence to sell alcohol in a vertical drinking environment and yet there is no 
requirement specifying the need for door supervisors of the need for CCTV to be 
installed. The premises plans specifically identify a number of snooker tables yet Mr. 
MELIN has seen fit to remove a number of them and erect a stud-partition wall to create 
an additional room without ever applying to vary the premises licence. Despite repeated 
requests to meet with the premises licence holder and address the terms and conditions 
of the current premises licence over an extended period, he has be unable or unwilling to 
comply. Indeed, the premises licence holder has never even applied to change the name 
of the premises from Brentwood Snooker Club to Sports Lounge on the licence.  
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I am now aware of a number of proforma letters that have been apparently submitted 
from the shop keepers in support of the Sports Lounge and claiming that they have 
never witnessed any incidents of crime or disorder or anti-social behaviour at the 
premises. All very interesting but these shops are closed by 6pm. I have conducted a 
number of daytime visits to the premises and never seen more than handful of people 
using the bar or facilities and one female member of bar staff has been more than 
capable of curtailing any potential anti-social behaviour. The main issues of concern 
relating to noise breakout from the premises occurs in the evenings and early hours of 
the morning and a failure to adequately conform to various conditions of licence, which 
in turn has led in my view to a clear failure to promote the objectives. 
 
I produce the following documentation to support my concerns with the current 
operating schedule of the premises and those concerned with managing it. 
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Protecting and serving Essex

 

 

 
 
Mr G O’Shea 
Licensing Department 
Brentwood Borough Council 
Town Hall 
Ingrave Road 
Brentwood 
CM15 8AY Licensing Department 
 Loughton Police Station 
 158 High Road 
 Loughton 
 IG10 4BE 
 Tel: 01279 625 405 
 Email: 7706@essex.pnn.police.uk 
 

 29th June 2016 
 

Dear Mr O’Shea, 
 

LICENSING ACT 2003 – REVIEW OF PREMISES LICENCE SECTION 51 
 

Brentwood Snooker Club (Trading as The Sporting Lounge) 
40 High Street, Brentwood, CM144AJ 

 

Premises Licence Number: PRM_0075 
 

Further to the above application for the Review of a Premises Licence received on 2nd June 2016, I 
wish to give you a timeline of Police involvement with the premises since 2015. 
 

1. On Wednesday, 15th April 2015 I attended the premises with David LEONARD & Gary 
O'SHEA from Brentwood Borough Council. This was due to advertising the re-opening of 
the premises.  We met with Mr Ahmet MELIN who introduced himself as the manager.  
MELIN stated he wanted to move away from snooker & tables had been removed.  He 
stated he wanted pool tables, to show sports and offer food. MELIN was advised this would 
result in a number of condition breaches and Brentwood Borough Council were to send out 
warning notice. 

2. Wednesday, 15th April 2015 Transfer to AA TRADING LTD received without consent. The 
Transfer Consent was received on Thursday, 23rd April 2015. 

3. Thursday, 23rd April 2015 Application to Vary the DPS to Artan ZEFI received. 
4. On Monday 8th June 2015 officers attended the premises to carry out an inspection in 

relation to the Premises Licence. Spoke with DPS Artan ZEFI.  The Premises Licence was 
not available for inspection; ZEFI stated awaiting copy to be printed.  ZEFI didn’t have his 
Personal Licence available for inspection.  Staff unable to work CCTV. Manager explained 
an engineer is attending to train staff. 

5. Wednesday, 15th July 2015 Meeting with Manager Ahmet MELIN to discuss future of the 
business & licence. A partition wall is being installed. Likely a variation to be sought to use 
outside area and remove 'members club' conditions. Also present David LEONARD and 
Stephen BLAKE from Brentwood Borough Council. 

6. Sunday, 9th August 2015 officers attended the premises to carry out an inspection in 
relation to the Premises Licence They spoke with Vahid BABAJANI.  They were unable to 
produce premises licence, and no one had any knowledge of its location. 

7. Tuesday, 18th August 2015 attended premises with David LEONARD spoke with Dana, who 
was only staff on duty. The partition wall had been finished, and a poker table was in the 
room.  There were 3 gambling machines only 2 in use.  I checked them and they appeared 
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to be compliant.  The third was in the newly built room, but not turned on. Photographs 
taken (images enclosed) 

8. Tuesday, 29th September 2015 attended premises with David LEONARD to confirm 
meeting next week. Spoke to Rachel and asked for a message to be passed on. 

9. Thursday, 6th October 2015 meeting at premises to address any gambling issues and the 
Premises Licence. Persons attending were David LEONARD and Gary O'SHEA from 
Brentwood Borough Council, Heidi HARDS and Clive KNOBLETT from Gambling 
Commission. Ahmet MELIN representing premises. Alfie ADAMS director of AA Trading Ltd 
had been invited but MELIN advised he was out of the country and he can relay everything. 
MELIN was rude to KNOBLETT due to previous encounter. As a result both representatives 
from Gambling Commission withdrew from meeting. 3 gaming machines in premises, 1 not 
plugged in/turned on.  Advised that this could potentially be used and as such better to 
remove it to avoid issues. 

10. Wednesday, 9th December 2015 call received reporting victim went to premises in the early 
hours of this morning asking for music to be turned down. Male told victim ‘get off my 
property and you want to be careful because all of this will come crashing down on your 
head.’ Victim states this is the second time she has been threatened by staff. Caller states 
the first time was Ahmet (possibly MELIN) saying ‘Watch your home’. The second threat 
was by someone else. Officers spoke to the victim who stated she didn’t feel threatened as 
it was said during a heated exchange. She has contacted council who are going to do noise 
monitoring. 

11. Saturday, 12th December 2015 999 call reporting several people fighting at the premises. 
Caller states Police outside and thinks they broke fight up. 

12. Thursday, 24th December 2015 call to report theft of mobile phone.  
13. Thursday, 7th January 2016 an application to vary the premises licence was received and 

rejected by Brentwood Borough Council due to being incomplete. No further application 
was received. 

 

Essex Police feel the licence in its current format is not appropriate for the type of premises being 
run, and that the wording of current conditions is ambiguous.  As such Essex Police support the 
review with a view to the licence being altered to be enforceable and proportionate to the business. 
 

It is also noted that the Premises Plan is not consistent with the layout of the premises. A partition 
wall has been installed; snooker tables removed, and seating installed. 
 

Essex Police alongside Brentwood Borough Council has made an effort to meet and work with the 
premises to promote the licensing objectives and recommend steps to vary the premises licence 
but to date only one failed attempt made by the premises. 
 

Yours sincerely, 

 
Mr Peter Jones MIOL, ABII 
Epping & Brentwood Licensing Officer 
West LPA 
 

Enc. 
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Partition Wall creating separate room with Poker Table and Gaming Machine (Turned Off) 
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Gaming Machines in use opposite bar. 

 

 

         
 

                  (Blacked out circle is a reflected image of myself.) 
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